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Although usually considered as a technique for predicting electron states in dense plasmas, atom-
in-jellium calculations can be used to predict the mean displacement of the ion from its equilibrium
position in colder matter, as a function of compression and temperature. The Lindemann criterion
of a critical displacement for melting can then be employed to predict the melt locus, normalizing for
instance to the observed melt temperature or to more direct simulations such as molecular dynamics
(MD). This approach reproduces the high pressure melting behavior of Al as calculated using the
Lindemann model and thermal vibrations in the solid. Applied to Fe, we find that it reproduces the
limited-range melt locus of a multiphase equation of state (EOS) and the results of ab initio MD
simulations, and agrees less well with a Lindemann construction using an older EOS. The resulting
melt locus lies significantly above the older melt locus for pressures above 1.5 TPa, but is closer
to recent ab initio MD results and extrapolations of an analytic fit to them. This study confirms
the importance of core freezing in massive exoplanets, predicting that a slightly smaller range of
exoplanets than previously assessed would be likely to exhibit dynamo generation of magnetic fields
by convection in the liquid portion of the core.
INTRODUCTION
Thousands of exoplanets have been discovered [1],
most around stars of different types than the sun, and
with orbits and mean mass density of a much wider vari-
ety than the planets of the solar system. These observa-
tions lead to questions about the uniqueness of the solar
system and the Earth, including whether other planets
can support life.
All known forms of life require liquid water (though ex-
tremophiles can survive frozen or even in vacuum when
dormant [2]), and almost none can tolerate ionizing ra-
diation at the levels typical of the solar wind and flares.
Earth’s magnetic field shields the atmosphere from ener-
getic charged particles, and so a magnetic field is usually
considered a prerequisite for life [3].
Earth’s magnetic field is believed to be induced by con-
vection in the liquid Fe outer core [4], therefore an impor-
tant indication of the habitability of rocky ‘super-Earth’
exoplanets is whether the core is likely to possess a liquid
layer. This depends on the circumstances of each particu-
lar exoplanet, including its composition – influencing the
specific Fe alloys in the core as well as the proportion of
silicates to Fe – and history, which depends on the type of
star it orbits and also interactions with other exoplanets
in the system, but the relevent material physics property
is the melt locus of Fe.
A large number of exoplanets have been observed with
mass and radius indicating rocky structures analogous to
Earth [5], and there is an increasing body of research pre-
dicting whether they are likely to contain liquid Fe in the
core, assuming compositions similar to Earth [6–9]. Even
neglecting the variation and uncertainty in composition,
different studies have reached inconsistent conclusions
because of our uncertain knowledge of the properties of
Fe at elevated pressures and temperatures, in particular
the relationship between the planetary temperature pro-
file and the melt loci of the core and mantle [7, 10]. The
temperature profile in the Earth’s core crosses the melt
locus of Fe at ∼330 GPa [11, 12]. The magneto-dynamo
is thought to be driven by the latent heat of solidification
as the inner core grows [15], and may be affected by the
expulsion of lighter impurity elements such as Si and S
from the solid; the impurity composition is thought to
vary even between the rocky planets of our solar system
[13, 14]. Conclusions vary between inferring that plan-
ets larger than Earth would have a completely solid core
and hence no magnetic field [6] to predictions that a liq-
uid outer core could be present in planets up to five times
the mass of the Earth [7]. Theoretical predictions of the
melt locus of Fe [16, 17] lie significantly higher than Lin-
demann law extrapolations from low pressure data [6],
suggesting a smaller possible population of super-Earths
with a magnetic field. However, these conclusions de-
pend on the temperature profile, which depends also on
the properties of the mantle [9]. As well as indicating a
wider range of occurrence of liquid Fe, it has been sug-
gested that convection in the core could be driven alter-
natively by convection in the mantle [9].
The melt locus is defined most rigorously by ther-
modynamic construction, matching the Gibbs free en-
ergy of the liquid and solid phases. The EOS of solid
phases can be determined theoretically using electronic
structure to infer the free energy as a function of mass
density and temperature, which may be decomposed as
a cold compression curve plus phonon modes and pos-
sibly electron excitations. These contributions can be
calculated from static lattice simulations, although in
some cases it has been shown that the phonon and elec-
tron excitations may interact significantly, necessitating
temperature-dependent corrections such as anharmonic
phonons [18]. The equivalent calculations for the free
energy of the fluid require quantum molecular dynam-
2ics (QMD), in which the kinetic motion of an ensem-
ble of atoms is simulated, with the instantaneous forces
on the ions found from electronic structure calculations
[19]. QMD can also be used to calculate the EOS of
the solid directly, which automatically incorporates in-
teractions between electronic and ionic excitations, but,
since the ion motion is classical, makes it more difficult
to account for zero-point motion of the ions. QMD can
be used to deduce the melt locus directly, by perform-
ing simulations comprising regions of solid and fluid in
contact. In such simulations, one phase grows at the
expense of the other, and each point on the melt locus
is identified by adjusting the state until the interface is
approximately stationary. The state in the simulation
can be adjusted until the phases remain in equilibrium,
identifying a point on the melt locus. Either procedure
is computationally expensive, requiring o(1016) or more
floating-point operations to identify a state on the melt
locus, equivalent to thousands of CPU-hours per state.
These calculations are typically more expensive at lower
compressions, and it is common for studies to focus only
on a narrow range of pressures.
As melt loci are challenging to predict theoretically,
particularly over a wide pressure range, many studies
rely on melt loci deduced much more simply, such as
by the Lindemann criterion applied to wide-range semi-
empirical EOS [20–23]. Typically, an EOS is constructed
using adjustable models of the cold curve and ion-thermal
excitations, and the melt locus is constructed from the
Lindemann law with the displacment criterion chosen
to pass through available melting data, such as the ob-
served melt temperature at 1 atm. In practice, the Linde-
mann law is solved as a first-order differential equation
in mass density, relating the melt temperature to the
ion-thermal Gru¨neisen parameter [24, 25]. Usually, the
highest-compression data available lie along the princi-
pal shock Hugoniot. The split between cold and thermal
pressure is not constrained, and the melt locus at high
pressures therefore depends on the extrapolation of em-
pirical functions for cold curve, Debye temperature, and
Gru¨neisen parameter. It is also possible to estimate the
ion-thermal free energy from the cold curve, for instance
by estimating the Debye temperature from the bulk mod-
ulus [26], although this approach has been found to be-
come less accurate as pressure increases; the melt curve
can then be estimated again using the Lindemann crite-
rion [20]. Such EOS and melt loci are used in the design
and interpretation of expensive high energy density ex-
periments such as those at the National Ignition Facility,
which often rely on predictions of whether or not com-
ponents melt [27].
Recent QMD and path-integral Monte Carlo results
have indicated that the simpler approach of calculat-
ing the electron states for a single atom in a spherical
cavity within a uniform charge density of ions and elec-
trons, representing the surrounding atoms, reproduces
their more rigorous EOS for dense plasmas [28, 29]. This
atom-in-jellium approach [30] was developed originally
to predict the electron-thermal energy of matter at high
temperatures and compressions [21], as an advance over
the primitive electronic models neglecting any treatment
of shell structure, as in Thomas-Fermi and related ap-
proaches [31]. A development of atom-in-jellium was
used to predict ion-thermal properties [32], and seems
to give reasonable EOS in the fluid regime down at least
as far as the melt locus for a wide range of elements [33].
In a further development of the method, we have used
Hellmann-Feynman calculations of the restoring force for
perturbations of the ion from its equilibrium position to
predict the transition from bound to free ions, resulting
in a reduction in the ion-thermal heat capacity from 3kB
per atom to 3kB/2 per atom, by considering the mean
displacement of the ions [34].
In the work reported here, we use the atom-in-jellium
displacement model developed previously to estimate the
melt locus of elements efficiently over a wide range of
pressures, and assess the astrophysical implications com-
pared with previous melt locus calculations for Fe.
ATOM-IN-JELLIUM IONIC DISPLACEMENT
MODEL
In the ion thermal model developed for use with atom-
in-jellium calculations [32], perturbation theory was used
to calculate the Hellmann-Feynman force on the ion when
displaced from the center of the cavity in the jellium.
Given the force constant k = −∂f/∂r, the Einstein vi-
bration frequency νe =
√
k/ma was determined, where
ma is the atomic mass, and hence the Einstein temper-
ature θE = h¯νe/kB. The Debye temperature θD was in-
ferred from θE, either by equating the ion-thermal en-
ergy or the mean displacement u. We used the mean
fractional displacement with respect to the Wigner-Seitz
radius, uf ≡ u/rWS, as a measure of ionic freedom, de-
scribing the decrease in ionic heat capacity from 3 to
3
2kB per atom as the ions become free as temperature
increases in the fluid [34].
Predictions of the variation of θD with temperature as
well as density are unusual compared with the normal
use in constructing EOS. This behavior adds generality,
and is likely to make a Debye-based EOS construction
valid over a wider range of states. The treatment of ionic
freedom extended the atom-in-jellium technique to de-
scribe the variation of the ion-thermal heat capacity into
regimes where the electronic treatment is more appropri-
ate.
The use of fractional displacements to predict ionic
freedom is reminiscent of the semi-empirical Lindemann
melting criterion [24], which holds that melting occurs
when the mean displacement of the atoms reaches some
fixed fraction of the interatomic spacing. This fraction
3is approximately constant for a given material but varies
somewhat with composition; the value is found to vary
between around 0.1 and 0.3. The variation in fractional
density change from solid to liquid is much less than this
range, so it is reasonable to perform the same calculation
using the interatomic spacing in the liquid rather than
the solid.
With such a wide variation in fractional displacements
inferred to induce melting, this method is not predictive
by itself. For substances with a simple phase diagram,
melting at one atmosphere could be used to constrain the
critical value of uf . For substances that exhibit multiple
solid phases with significant volume changes, the melt lo-
cus is typically perturbed by the free energy variations
in the solid. Thus we would anticipate that the atom-in-
jellium displacement technique could capture the varia-
tion in melt locus for melting from each solid phase away
from the phase boundaries, but would require normaliza-
tion for each solid phase, e.g. to QMD simulations.
However, the atom-in-jellium calculations are much
faster than QMD, so a relatively small number of QMD
simulations could be used to constrain finely-resolved
and wide-ranging atom-in-jellium calculations. Further-
more, the atom-in-jellium calculations are fast enough
that all electrons can be treated explicitly under all cir-
cumstances, in contrast to QMD simulations where the
inner electrons are typically subsumed into a pseudopo-
tential; atom-in-jellium calculations can be used to ex-
trapolate to much lower and higher densities than are
tractable with QMD.
MELT LOCUS OF ALUMINUM
At atmospheric pressure, Al melts at 933.47K with a
liquid density 2.375 g/cm3 [35, 36]. Modified Lindemann
melt loci have been developed to be consistent with an
analytic Gru¨neisen EOS [20] and a wider-ranging tab-
ular EOS [37]; the melt loci were consistent with each
other. Atom-in-jellium calculations were performed for
10−4 to 103ρ0 with 20 points per decade, and 10
−3 to
105 eV with 10 points per decade. A non-imaginary Ein-
stein frequency was calculated for ρ > 1.3 g/cm3, indi-
cating that the atoms were not free, allowing the melt
locus to be estimated in this range. The melt loci corre-
sponded to uf ≃ 0.1 for one atmosphere melting, rising
to ≃ 0.13 at 5 g/cm3 (1 eV), and then following within
0.01 of this displacement contour to the maximum den-
sity considered. (Fig. 1.)
This result suggests that fractional displacements uf
derived from atom-in-jellium calculations can be used to
predict the melt locus, with deviation from a constant
uf becoming significant around ambient density where
the inaccuracies in atom-in-jellium electronic states re-
sult also in significant inaccuracies in the EOS.
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FIG. 1: Contours of mean fractional displacement, and melt
loci for aluminum extracted from EOS models [20, 37]. Melt
loci and one atmosphere melting are indicated. The other
curves are contours of mean fractional displacement, with rel-
evant values marked.
MELT LOCUS OF IRON
Because of the solid-solid phase transitions in Fe, we
would not expect the atom-in-jellium fractional displace-
ments to be constant between and around the triple
points with the liquid. A wide-ranging Lindemann melt
locus was developed to be consistent with a tabular EOS
that did not treat the solid phase transitions [38]. A
multiphase EOS was developed describing and extrap-
olating from experimental measurements, and treating
solid phases α, γ, ǫ, and δ as well as the liquid/vapor
region [39]. Phase boundaries were extracted from this
tabular EOS by locating anomalies in heat capacity and
Gru¨neisen parameter; the melt transition was evident up
to a density around 20 g/cm3. QMD studies of the melt
locus have also been performed at 13-20 g/cm3 [16]. The
multiphase melt locus was similar to the QMD results;
the older melt locus passed through the others around
20 g/cm3 but varied significantly more slowly with com-
pression. Atom-in-jellium calculations were performed
over the same compression and temperature range as for
Al, and predicted a physical Einstein temperature for
ρ > 4 g/cm3. One atmosphere melting corresponds to
uf ≃ 0.17. Above 12 g/cm
3, the multiphase and QMD
simulations were very close to the uf = 0.12 contour.
Thus we propose the uf = 0.12 contour as an improved
melt locus to higher pressure. (Fig. 2.)
Multi-atom electronic structure calculations have been
used to predict solid phase stability in Fe at high pres-
sure [18]. These indicated a transition from hcp to
fcc at 33.9 g/cm3 (6TPa), and fcc to bcc at 66.7 g/cm3
(38.3TPa). The energy difference between hcp and fcc
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FIG. 2: Contours of mean fractional displacement, melt loci
for iron extracted from EOS models [38, 39], and QMD melt-
ing predictions [16]. Bold contour is atom-in-jellium locus at
mean fractional displacement of 0.12, proposed as improved
high pressure melt locus.
is relatively small, so this transition is unlikely to affect
the melt locus much. The transition to bcc could be as-
sociated with an increase in the slope of the melt locus.
Taking the set of {ρ, T } points along the contour, ther-
modynamic quantities were calculated for the melt locus
by interpolation from the atom-in-jellium EOS. Again,
because of the relative inaccuracy of the atom-in-jellium
method at densities near ambient, one would not ex-
pect the pressure to be accurate in this regime. How-
ever, the pressure was found to match the QMD sim-
ulations to within 10% and is likely to be at least as
accurate at higher pressures. The atom-in-jellium melt
locus is significantly higher than a Lindemann-based pre-
diction using plane-wave pseudopotential calculations of
vibrational frequencies [18], but is reasonably consistent
with the same researcher’s Simon fit to the QMD locus
[9]. The latter extrapolates from the QMD calculations,
which define four points ranging ∼0.35-1.5TPa with un-
certainties in temperature which, strictly, give a signif-
icant variation in the extrapolation to higher pressures.
The atom-in-jellium calculation provides some validation
of this extrapolated melt locus, but rises above it by 10%
at a pressure of 10TPa, suggesting that a slightly smaller
proportion of exoplanets are likely to possess a magnetic
field induced by convection in the core. (Fig. 3.)
The atom-in-jellium melt locus could not be fit over
its full range using a function of the Lindemann or Si-
mon type. Over the range 1-100TPa thought to be most
relevant to giant exoplanets [18], the melt locus could be
reproduced to within 3% by the Simon equation [41] with
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FIG. 3: Melt loci for iron as a function of pressure, also show-
ing heated diamond anvil cell (DAC) measurements at low
pressures [40].
parameters as follows:
Tm = 6279K
( p
346GPa
)0.552
. (1)
The range of the fit can be broadened to 0.5-650TPa by
modifying the exponent:
Tm = 494K
( p
3GPa
)0.543−p/(4×107 GPa)
. (2)
DISCUSSION
The atom-in-jellium model was developed for applica-
tion to warm dense matter, and it is surprising that it
can be used to predict melt loci. To emphasize, this is
a generalization of the Lindemann model, based on the
empirical observation that melting occurs at a roughly
constant mean displacement of the ions from equilibrium,
rather than any more rigorous representation of the free
energy difference between the solid and liquid. As used
here, predicted melt loci are also subject to the inher-
ent approximations of the average-atom treatment and
of the first order perturbation approach to calculating
the Einstein temperature. However, the procedure used
here for calculating the melt locus is significantly differ-
ent than previous approaches: rather than integrating
an equation involving the ion-thermal Gru¨neisen param-
eter (which was not even calculated in constructing the
atom-in-jellium EOS, although it can be deduced from
the ionic component of the EOS by differentiation), the
mean amplitude of vibrations used in computing the De-
bye frequency was used directly to determine the melt
locus, with no integration required and thus no accumu-
lation of error with increasing compression. The atom-
5in-jellium melt loci agree encouragingly well with ex-
perimental measurements and more rigorous calculations
over the narrower ranges where they exist, and are likely
to be more accurate than extrapolations of empirical EOS
or melt constructions, and so should be useful for high
pressure situations including massive exoplanets, white
and brown dwarfs, and high energy density experiments.
The melt locus proposed here confirms the previous
conclusion [9] that the size of the frozen core of Fe planets
should grow monotonically with planetary mass, at least
for planets of broadly constant composition. The frozen
core would grow much less, and possibly shrink, depend-
ing on the scenario assumed, using the earlier melt lo-
cus for Fe [38]. This observation highlights the potential
importance of convection in the mantle as a mechanism
for generating magnetic fields in massive or silicate-rich
exoplanets. This modified melt locus is important in as-
sessing whether specific, detailed scenarios of planetary
formation and evolution are potentially compatible with
the occurrence of extraterrestrial life.
CONCLUSIONS
Einstein oscillator estimates from the atom-in-jellium
model of warm dense matter were used to calculate the
mean thermal displacement of ions as a function of mass
density and temperature. Expressed as a fraction of the
Wigner-Seitz radius as a measure of interatomic spac-
ing, contours of this fractional displacement were found
to reproduce experimental measurements and more rig-
orous calculations of the melt locus of Al and Fe, except
near solid-solid phase transitions. Having established the
mean fractional displacement corresponding to melting,
the calculated contour can be used to predict the melt
locus to much higher pressures with a sounder physical
basis than extrapolations based on empirical fits to the
EOS of the solid and liquid phases or to the melt locus
itself, which are the methods generally used.
For Fe, the atom-in-jellium melt locus broadly confirms
and refines a recent prediction based on an empirical ex-
trapolation of QMD calculations. This result shows the
importance of the high pressure melt locus to the range
of conditions in which convection can occur in the core
of massive exoplanets, and therefore in which magnetic
fields can be generated by the core dynamo process, with
implications for the population of candidate life-bearing
planets.
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